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Currentless immersion  basic set

Content

1 x beaker (800 mL)
1 x condensator
1 x thermometer
1 x suction cup for the thermometer

Montage and usage

The set's content is composed of a condensator (A), a
beaker (B), a thermometer and a suction cup. The set is
compatible with the whole Tifoo "Star" line, i.e. all of the
currentless immersion baths. In addition to the set, you will
need a hot plate. The object you want to plate is put in the
beaker (B). Then fix the thermometer with the suction cup on the beaker.
Afterwards, pour the whole liquid for the currentless plating until the object is at
least completely covered. Nickelstar and Goldstar additionally need the reductor
(see the corresponding instruction manuals). Then fill 2/3 of the condensator (A)
with cold tap water. Put the condensator on the beaker to close it and to avoid the
release of vapours. Then put the beaker on a hot plate and heat it slowly up to the
needed temperature. Even better would be a bainmarie: Fill a pot with water until
level is the same as the one of the currentless plating liquid. Then put the beaker
in the pot and heat the pot's content on the hot plate. The bainmarie prevents the
currentless bath from overheating.

Absolutely avoid a too quick heating because temperatures higher than 90 °C can
cause excess pressure which can make the condensator (A) jump off and damage
it. Please don't open the beaker until the bath has cooled down to room
temperature. If you don't wait until then, vapours could be released.

Heating these baths cause vapours that are cooled down by the cold water in the
condensator and that drop down again into the solution. This efficiently prevents
the release of noxious vapours. Despite of that, never use these baths near food or
in living rooms. A well ventilated garage or workshop is the perfect place for using
these baths.

Compatible with the following products

 Goldstar
 Nickelstar (highly recommended)
 Silverstar
 Rhodiumstar
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